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Categorisation of changes 

1. Functional/technical importance parameter: Medium 4. Legal importance parameter: Low

2. Operational importance parameter: Medium 5. Financial importance parameter: Medium

3. Stakeholder importance parameter: Medium

Status: Allocated to a Release 

Description of requested change: 
TIPS receives data from the Common Reference Data Management (CRDM) component on a daily 
basis. Due to the desynchronization between the two applications and TIPS’s 24/7 operations, certain 
data management operations of a time-sensitive nature are available in TIPS’s local reference data 
management as well as in CRDM. These operations are: 

• Blocking/unblocking a TIPS Participant;

• Blocking/unblocking a TIPS Account;

• Blocking/unblocking a TIPS CMB;

• Modifying the limit for a TIPS CMB.

Currently, these operations can be performed only on local reference data side (i.e. within TIPS) 
directly, while on the CRDM side it is only possible to set the initial limit for a TIPS CMB (this data is 
only used as the initial value for the opening of the CMB in TIPS, and any subsequent update 
performed on CRDM side is ignored by TIPS). Similarly, restrictions applied to Participants, TIPS 
Accounts and CMBs on CRDM side are not propagated to TIPS. 

This CR aims at introducing an intraday synchronization mechanism in order to allow the same 
availability of these functions on CRDM side, in line with its service time. 



_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Reason for change and expected benefits/business motivation: 

The availability of blocking/unblocking and limit update functions on both common (CRDM) and local 
(TIPS) reference data management side requires a synchronization mechanism to avoid inconsistent 
data on either side. Changes performed on CRDM side should have immediate effect in TIPS, but 
changes performed in TIPS cannot be propagated back to CRDM. This requires additional application 
logic in order to ensure that data stays consistent on either side, but also assumes (based on 
requirement SHRD.UR.CRDM.PROP.000.050) that the user performing changes in TIPS is 
responsible for making the same changes in CRDM, which are then propagated to all subscribing 
services, possibly including TIPS itself. This approach also implies that changes made in TIPS local 
reference data should take precedence over changes propagated from CRDM; therefore if the data 
are not aligned, TIPS should ignore the data from CRDM for specific attributes. This requires TIPS to 
know whether the last update of a certain attribute came from TIPS itself or CRDM. 

This new approach introduces some limitations on possible data operations in CRDM. 

• Restrictions may only be applied and removed with immediate validity, since TIPS has no 
corresponding concept of validity period for blocking/unblocking parties and accounts. 

• Similarly, Limits have a Valid From attribute and several Limits may be created for the same 
Cash Account in CRDM, but only one value per TIPS CMB is possible in TIPS, without a 
validity period. To avoid inconsistencies (e.g. TIPS having to distinguish between changes to 
the current Limit and a future one), Limits should only allow changes with immediate validity, 
and consequently only one active Limit per TIPS CMB should exist, and it should not be 
possible to set the Valid From for a TIPS CMB Limit to a future value. 

New business rules in CRDM should be added to ensure the above conditions. 
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Proposed wording update to the documentation to address the requested change: 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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